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 Century, many Anglo-American Christian miossionaries published 
dialectal records of Chaoshan area. These records are Romanized dialectal records 
reflecting colloquial pronunciation of Chaoshan dialect in the 19
th
 Century, which are 
very important resources for studying the shift of literal and colloquial pronunciation
（文白异读） and the diachronic strata of Chaoshan dialects. 
This thesis focuses on the phonologic and lexical evolvements of Chaozhou dialect 
in the past over 100 years. It attempts to outline the relationship between phonologic 
evolvements and lexical developments, furthermore, identify the factors which affects 
the lexical evolvements of Chaozhou dialect. 
Under the influence of the mandarin used in Chinese traditional opera since the 
Ming Dynasty and the promotion of “Zhengyin Movement”（正音运动）in the late 
Qing Dynasty,the special phonetic characteristics of Chaozhou dialect were formed. 
The literal diachronic strata of Chaozhou dialect not only inherited the characteristics 
of inner consistency of Min dialect in southern Fujian, but also owned its 
characteristics by contacting with authoritative dialect. Among them, the early 
diachronic strata inherited the proto Min dialect in southern Fujian，while the late 
diachronic strata was shaped by the influence of authoritative dialect in Ming and 
Qing Dynasties after leaving Fujian. 
The literary and colloquial pronunciation of Chaozhou dialect shift lasted in more 
than one hundred years, they can be classified in these three types: 1) The 
disappearance of literal pronunciation; 2) the disappearance of colloquial 
pronunciation; 3) The adjustment of the words’ literary and colloquial pronunciation. 
The general trend of the shift is the disappearance of the literal pronunciation and the 
adjustment of the pronunciation by its meaning to reduce the burden of language 
processing. 
In the end, we attempt to explain Min dialect’s special structure and diachronic 
















The rise of cultural education in Ming dynasty; 3) The decline of Mandarin opera; 
4)The culture psychology of exclusion and the ethnic group identity. 
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